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PrefaeThis book represents an introdutory ourse of Calulus. The ourse evolvedfrom the letures, whih the author had given in the Kolmogorov Shool in years1986{1998 for the one-year stream. The Kolmogorov Shool is a speial physis-mathematial undergraduate shool for gifted hildren. Most of the graduates ofKolmogorov Shool ontinue their eduation in Mosow University, where they haveto learn the Calulus from the beginning.This motivates the author e�orts to reate a ourse of Calulus, whih on theone hand failitates to the students the pereption of the standard one, but on theother hand misses the maximum possible of the standard material to provide thefreshness of pereption of the ustomary ourse. In the present form the ourse wasgiven in Uppsala University in the autumn semester of 2001 for a group of advaned�rst-year students.The material of the ourse overs the standard Calulus of the �rst-year, oversthe essential part of the standard ourse of the omplex Calulus, in partiular,it inludes the theory of residues. Moreover it ontains an essential part of thetheory of �nite di�erenes. Suh topis presented here as Newton interpolationformula, Bernoulli polynomials, Gamma-funtion and Euler-Malaurin summationformula one usually learns only beyond the ommon programs of a mathematialfaulty. And the last leture of the ourse is devoted to divergent series|a subjetunfamiliar to the most of modern mathematiians.The presene of a number of material exeeding the bounds of the standardourse is aompanied with the absene of some of \inevitable" topis1 and onepts.There is no a theory of real numbers. There is no theory of the integral neitherRiemann nor Lebesgue. The present ourse even does not ontain the Cauhyriterion of onvergene. Suh ahievements of the ninetieth entury as uniformonvergene and uniform ontinuity are avoided. Nevertheless the level of rigor inthe book is modern. In the �rst hapter the greek priniple of exhaustion worksinstead of the theory of limits.\Less words, more ations" this is the motto of the present ourse. Under\words" we mean \onepts and de�nitions" and under \ations" we mean \alu-lations and formulas". Every leture gives a new reipe for the evaluation of seriesor integrals and is equipped with problems for independent solution. More diÆultproblems are marked with an asterisk. The ourse has a lot to do with the ConreteMathematis of Graham, Knuth, Patashnik.2The order of exposition in the ourse is far from the standard one. The stan-dard modern ourse of Calulus starts with sequenes and their limits. This ourse,following to Euler's Introdutio in Analysin In�nitorum,3 starts with series. Theintrodution of the onept of the limits is delayed up to tenth leture. The Newton-Leibniz formula appears after all elementary integrals are already evaluated. Andpower series for elementary funtions are obtained without help of Taylor series.1A.Ya. Hinhin wrote: \The modern ourse of Calulus has to begin with the theory of realnumbers".2R.L. Graham, D.E. Knuth, O. Patashnik, Conrete Mathematis, Addison-Wesley, 1994.3L. Euler, Introdutio in Analysin In�nitorum, 1748. Available in Opera Omnia, Series I,Volume 8, Springer, 1922. v



vi prefaeThe ourse demonstrates the unity of real, omplex and disrete Calulus. For ex-ample, omplex numbers immediately after their introdution are applied to eval-uate a real series.Two persons play a ruial role in appearane of these letures. These areAlexandre Rusakov and Oleg Viro. Alexandre Rusakov several years was an assis-tent of the author in the Kolmogorov Shool, he had written the �rst onspetusof the ourse and fored the author to publish it. Oleg Viro has invited the authorto Uppsala University. Many hours the author and Oleg spent in \orreting ofEnglish" in these letures. But his inuene on this ourse is far more then a sim-ple orretion of English. This is Oleg who onvines the author not to onstrutthe integral, and simply redues it to the onept of the area. The realization ofthis idea asending to Oleg's teaher Rokhlin is one of harateristi features of theourse.The main motivation of the author was to present the power and the beauty ofthe Calulus. The author understand that this ourse is somewhere diÆult, but hebelieves that it is nowhere tiresome. The ourse gives a new approah to expositionof Calulus, whih may be interesting for students as well as for teahers. Moreoverit may be interesting for mathematiians as a \mathematial roman".


